Once in a great while someone makes an automobile that is a thing apart from all others, an
impersonal machine possessing a definite personality......many a man competent to know will
argue that the most completely appealing and unforgettable personality ever built into a car was
put into the smallest of them all: the MG Midget.”
Ken W. Purdy, The Kings of the Road
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Often, it can take years to discover the history of one’s car. It has taken me Jack Kahler
over ten years to fill in most of the blanks of my 1936 MG PB Airline
Coupe. But rarely does the process ever uncover the coincidence that
Treasurer’s Report, by
happened to me.
Jack Schneider
I had known for a couple of years that a gentleman by the name of Ricky
Bould was the last owner of my Airline Coupe before it was imported to the
US in about 1973. It had previously been owned by a fellow by the name
of Roger Balsom. This I discovered in the 1981 issue of the Triple-M
Yearbook in an article by Mike Allison on the first 20 cars placed on the
Triple-M Register. Mine, PB0560, was registered very early in the
Register’s existence as car number 11. Although a genuine Airline Coupe,
it had been the subject of a bit of surgery, having its top cut down so as to
make it into something resembling a 2 seater, but the lines of the car were
not quite the same as the standard 2 seater. The following photograph
appeared in the September 2010 issue of “Safety Fast”. (Cont’d Page 5)
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Please submit all contributions to Randy Copleman via:
e-mail at mowog11@gmail.com
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MMM Websites

Visit our Updated web site
at:
http://www.nammmr.org

Preferred format is:
Microsoft Word or text format
JPEG format for photos (Please do not embed with the text)
The Pre-war MG Register
Of Australia web site at:
Http://prewar.mgcc.info

The UK Triple-M
Register web site at:
www.triple-mregister.org

DISCLAIMER -The opinions expressed in this publication are the personal opinions of the editor or the contributors, and are in no way the
opinion of the North American MMM Register, except where expressly stated. Offers of goods or advice in this Newsletter are given in good
faith. All responsibilities as to price, quality of parts, services or advice is a matter entirely between the parties concerned in any transaction.
The North American MMM Register cannot be held responsible in any way for any misrepresentation or failure, nor can they be held to
adjudicate in any dispute. In addition, no company or commercial organization has any connection with the NA MMM Register.
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Chairman’s Corner
Our mission is to preserve the Heritage of MG
MMM cars and promote MG as "THE MARK OF
FRIENDSHIP" throughout The United States of
America. We carried out our mission in 2014 and
it has been a great year for your Register. I am
proud to announce that the Register is financially
sound and we now have a dedicated contingent
of Register officers stepping forward to make
2015 another outstanding year. Our membership
is holding its own and attendance at our National
Meet in Watkins Glen might have set a record.
Keep up the good work members, because
without you our Register goes nowhere.
There is only one place to be July 15, 2015 and
that is Carmel, Indiana at the Registers National
Meet in conjunction with GoF Central. Spend
these winter months fine tuning your MMM
machine and bring it to the Indy 500 track for a
once in a lifetime test drive. My PA sort of let me
down at Watkins Glen but I have been working
these winter days and have revised the fuel
delivery system. I am most confident it is now
ready to give my grandson and I a couple of
exciting laps of the Indy 500 track. If you are a
first timer or one of the usual attendees to our
National Meet be in Carmel, IN July 15, 2015.
Cheers, Jack

NAMMMR Website Report
The NAMMMR Website continues to grow into
another source for Register Information and
communication. I will keep the site up to date as
best as possible with Newsletter issue
downloads, event information, member’s
classified advertisements, etc.
Please take a few minutes to look it over if you
haven’t had the chance. We are located at:
www.nammmr.org. A new page added this past
year shows Regalia for purchase direct from the
Register.
We would hope to list and show photos of as
many of our members’ cars as possible on the
Members’ Cars page. Please email your car
NAMMM REGISTER NEWSLETTER Volume 27, Number 4

photos and basic model information to
britjack67@gmail.com.
Jack Schneider

From the Treasurer
The NAMMMR 2014 year comes to a close with
a report of success. This was the first year the
Register operated with an official budget. We,
the Register officers, have learned a great deal
this past year. Through careful monitoring of our
expenses and spending all year, we can move
forward into 2015 with confidence for continued
success.
The budgeted monies proved to be slightly
strong in some areas, while slightly deficient in
others. Overall the Register ends 2014 with a
positive balance. We did not go bust!
Our 2014 budgeted income was based on the
active membership count for year 2013. In
actuality, we were down about 18% in dues
collected for 2014. This knowledge will be used
to develop the Register budget for 2015. Lew
Palmer reports there are new members joining
our group, which we are very happy to welcome.
We had a very successful national event at
Watkins Glen for 2014. Careful monitoring of
event financials against budgeted allowances by
both officers and event committee, resulted in no
negative effect to the Register. We had an
ending positive balance of $275.00 back to the
Register bank account. Very nice work event
committee!
Along with the Register officers in the coming
weeks, I will be developing the NAMMMR 2015
budget. We will have fixed annual expenses for
General Operating, Membership, Newsletter,
Regalia and our annual National Event.
Following up in the Spring 2015 newsletter, I will
have a detailed reporting of our new budget.
Now, on to 2015 and our NAMMMR national
event at GoF Central, in Carmel Indiana, July 15
to 19, 2015!
Jack Schneider
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Registrar’s	
  Ramblings
Winter	
  2014/15
By	
  the	
  'me	
  you	
  read	
  this,	
  it	
  will	
  be	
  into	
  the	
  new	
  year	
  of	
  2015.	
  So	
  I	
  trust	
  everyone	
  had	
  a	
  happy	
  and	
  safe	
  
holiday	
  season	
  and	
  are	
  looking	
  forward	
  to	
  another	
  great	
  year	
  of	
  Triple-‐M	
  events.
I,	
  for	
  one,	
  had	
  a	
  tremendous	
  'me	
  at	
  our	
  annual	
  event,	
  this	
  past	
  year,	
  of	
  course,	
  which	
  was	
  held	
  at	
  
NO
Watkins	
  Glen,	
  New	
  York	
  in	
  conjunc'on	
  with	
  the	
  Vintage	
  Grand	
  Prix	
  and	
  the	
  60 	
  anniversary	
  of	
  the	
  
Collier	
  Cup.	
  We	
  had	
  a	
  record	
  aQendance	
  with	
  over	
  20	
  aQendees,	
  most	
  with	
  their	
  Triple-‐M	
  car.	
  2015	
  looks	
  
to	
  be	
  just	
  as	
  popular,	
  as	
  we	
  are	
  holding	
  the	
  event	
  in	
  conjunc'on	
  with	
  GOF	
  Central	
  just	
  outside	
  
Indianapolis.	
  See	
  hQp://www.gofcentral.com	
  for	
  the	
  full	
  details.
By	
  now,	
  you	
  should	
  have	
  also	
  received	
  the	
  annual	
  membership	
  renewal	
  form	
  in	
  the	
  mail.	
  Please	
  be	
  
prompt	
  in	
  geVng	
  any	
  correc'ons	
  or	
  addi'ons	
  recorded,	
  and	
  returned	
  to	
  me	
  with	
  your	
  membership	
  
dues.	
  Like	
  last	
  year,	
  you	
  may	
  ease	
  the	
  process	
  by	
  making	
  your	
  dues	
  payment	
  through	
  PayPal.	
  Simply	
  
make	
  the	
  payment	
  in	
  care	
  of	
  renewal@nammmr.org.	
  However,	
  I	
  s'll	
  need	
  the	
  return	
  of	
  your	
  renewal	
  
form	
  if	
  there	
  are	
  any	
  addi'ons	
  or	
  correc'ons.	
  Also,	
  don’t	
  forget	
  to	
  let	
  me	
  know	
  if	
  you	
  have	
  sold	
  a	
  car,	
  
and	
  if	
  possible	
  the	
  new	
  owner’s	
  name	
  and	
  address.	
  We	
  wouldn’t	
  want	
  anyone	
  to	
  miss	
  out	
  on	
  the	
  
ac'vi'es	
  and	
  publica'ons	
  of	
  the	
  Register.
Finally,	
  I	
  would	
  ask	
  you	
  to	
  join	
  me	
  in	
  welcoming	
  the	
  following	
  new	
  members	
  to	
  the	
  NAMMMR.
Clark	
  &	
  Pamela	
  Lance
Long	
  Valley,	
  NJ
F1	
  Tourer
John	
  Baker	
  Welch
Chicago,	
  IL
J2
Tom	
  &	
  Emily	
  Wilson
Zionsville,	
  IN
3	
  J2s,	
  2	
  PA	
  2	
  seaters,	
  PA	
  4	
  seater,	
  2	
  PBs,	
  L1
Alan	
  Magnuson
Denver,	
  CO
Peter	
  Hentschel	
  &	
  Elizabeth	
  R	
  Prete
Stony	
  Creek,	
  CT
PB
That’s	
  it	
  for	
  now.
Octagonally,
Lew
Editor’s Note… Please renewal promptly as it makes Lew’s job as Registrar much easier. Thanks
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A Tale of Three Cars
By : Lew Palmer and Allan Bentley
The following is an excerpt from an email I
received from Allan Bentley, describing that
period in PB0560’s history.
“I have found some photos of your PB Airline
taken between 1965 and 1967 before it was
shipped to the USA. The car was rebuilt by
Ricky Bould who was an engineering
apprentice at the De Havilland aircraft company
in the early 60s. The PB replaced a J1 which
did not survive its 'first outing' to Hatfield from
South London. I towed it back home in the
evening after work, and he replaced it with the
PB Airline which proved very reliable. The car
was well known in North Kent and local to
Ricky's home in Eltham Kent. The MMM had
just been formed and key members such as
Mike Harris and Irvin Bramson - MMM Historian
and Archivist at that time, suggested that that
as the PB Airlines were rare birds he should
replace the cut about body and get it back to
original. Irvin provided another body which still
had its roof which was in his mother’s London
back yard being used as a dog kennel. We
extracted it from a London back to back garden
over a high Victorian wall and onto my boat
trailer one evening after work. The replacement
of the body took several years to complete and
was not easy as in those days we did not have
the support, expertise, parts, etc that we have
today. Much of the work was done in my 'long
suffering' parents’ large workshop. I went to
work in the USA testing and launching satellites
so lost contact with Ricky and the car. The
garage I remember was full of spares for the
PB, including a side mounted Marshall
supercharger which may have been fitted when
these photos were taken. When I returned
home after working in Germany in 1968 the PB
had been sold and Ricky was in the RAF.
It looks very scruffy by today’s standards of
restoration but then at this time MMM MGs
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were two a penny so it did not pay to spend too
much on them if they were not to be used as
collector’s cars as they are today. Geoff Coles
started the spit and polish/perfect in every
detail that we see today. My Great Uncle W.O.
was quoted as saying to Stanley Sedgwick
when shown a restored Bentley at a BDC
meeting, 'good heavens we could not afford to
make them like that!”
That is part one of the story.
Part two begins with my placement of an
advertisement for LED inserts for the tail lamps
of Triple-M cars on the Triple-M Forum, in
which I used my PA1169 to show the
effectiveness of the inserts. Once again, Allan
Bentley responded. The registration number
seemed familiar to him.
I had contacted the Triple-M Registrar and
found a small handful of owners, amongst
which was the name G.G. Edwards as the
person who originally registered the car with
the Triple-M Register. Allan again wrote to me,
thinking “Could this be the car which once
belonged to another of the three friends who
roomed together while in school at de
Havillands Technical School?” (Allan Bentley,
Ricky Bould, and Brian Edwards). Comparing
some unique details such as drilled and
polished connecting rods (below), an
amateurish green paint job, the Lancaster
registration TJ9368, the name Edwards, and
the date and location (early 1960s in St.
Albans) of the owner at the time of Triple-M
registration, all matched with it being the MG
belonging to the second of these three school
friends.
The drilled and not so polished anymore
connecting rods. Photo taken in 2009.
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The third of the three, PA0579, also survives,
still in the care of Allan. Had it not been for his
sharp eye and keen interest, this story would
not have lived to be told. And how two of the
three MGs belonging to three school chums
ended up in my garage 52 years later is almost
beyond belief. Allan picks up the story:
“I have many memories of those days. Five
years of study and practical experience in the
training school or in the factory during every
college vacation.
We were surrounded by history in those days
working at de Havillands. The technical school
was in a 16th century manor house beside the
airfield.
Our first year, between academic studies, was
spent in the workshops learning practical skills
sheet metal work, aircraft fitting, tuning etc. The
hanger which had been erected alongside the
old Manor house in the 1950s was the same
hanger constructed in 1940 at Salisbury Hall
south of Hatfield as a (skunk works ) to build the
prototype Mosquito, possibly the best ever
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warplane designed in the UK.
Ricky introduced me to the MMM when he
traded in his 1928 Austin 7 for a J1 MG which
broke its crankshaft on its first journey up to
Hatfield. I still remember towing it back on the
Monday evening to south London behind my
Morris Mini.
Now that 52 years later we can piece together
this story is amazing, considering that at that
time the next stop for a MMM MG (after we had
taken it to within an inch of its life), was the scrap
yard!
When my brother and I found JD it was bent but
running, but my Father made us take the engine
to pieces as an exercise to understand what
made it tick! He did not wish to be called out to a
curbside rescue if any of the family cars broke
down with us in it. He was an excellent teacher
and I have never forgotten what he said to Ricky
and I about the MG "if you don't put the head
back on properly boys, it will not pull the skin off
a rice pudding". But then at the same age as us
he was studying aeronautical engineering at
Hawkers, and driving his uncle’s cars from
Cricklewood, so an MG was rather small and
underpowered by comparison. I have a great
photo of him in a new M Type taken in 1931,
which I don't think he had for long as he was 6'4"
tall!
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Allan’s PA
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2015 Upcoming Events - GOF Central, GOF West
and GOF South (Will anyone make all three???)
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Come join in the fun at GOF West 2015. Located 50 miles
north of San Francisco in the fine city of Rohnert Park
“GoF West” is the name given to a regularly held “Gathering of the Faithful” for owners of MG cars in
the western United States and Canada. Until the early 1970s, assemblies like this had previously
been held exclusively in the eastern United States. Outside a few local clubs in western North
America, the only way to regularly interface with other MG owners was to travel long distances to
places like New York, Illinois or Pennsylvania, all in the East.
Sometime in 1972, members of several Southern California MG clubs got together and decided to
begin their own version of the east coast gatherings. A committee was formed, preparations were
made, and the first GoF West was under way. Santa Barbara was the site chosen, and word was
spread to MG car clubs throughout the western states. News of the initial event in 1973 was
welcomed by MG enthusiasts and the first GoF West established a tradition of annual gatherings
that has not been interrupted since.
Initially the Gatherings were for owners of pre-1956 cars as
MGs were still being sold in the US. However, as the years
passed and MGs were no longer being imported, it was
realized that excluding cars built after 1956 meant a lot of MG
enthusiasts had nowhere to gather unless they attended the
national meets of such groups as NAMGAR or NAMGBR,
many of which were held the other side of the Rockies. Now,
GoF West welcomes owners of any car wearing the MG
octagon.
As a result of these annual festivals, held only in locales in
the western U.S. and Canada, thousands of MGs have been
seen by other MG owners and the public. Most come from
the western U.S., but there are usually several driven from
around the country, and some even from overseas! From the very first GoF West, where most of
the cars were “drivers” that had not been restored, each succeeding year has produced many more
MGs that have been restored to pristine condition. Nowadays, several of those brought to these
events are better than when they rolled from the assembly lines at Abingdon-on-Thames! This gives
everyone who attends a GoF West an opportunity to see MGs at their finest, to inspire them to work
on their own cars, and show how a properly restored car should look.
However, don’t think that these events are just for show cars! Most attendees drive to a GoF West,
some folks traveling many miles and making the journey a several-day adventure in company with
friends and fellow club members. While the Car Show does give an opportunity to show off and
admire perfect restorations, most of the MGs present are still “drivers” and there are several events
during the week catering to cars of all conditions. All they have to do is run – and if trouble should
strike, there are always willing hands and knowledgeable experts to assist with needed repairs.

For more information and to sign up, visit
www.gofwest.org, then click on the link to GoF West
NAMMM REGISTER NEWSLETTER Volume 27, Number 4
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Input for GOF South was provided by Lonnie Cook of the Classic Car Club
(www.classicmgclub.com). Lonnie noted to please include the GoF South website on which
attendees can register, book rooms, and learn about the event. The site will be fully
operational early next month at http://www.gofsouth.com. Book Soon!!!
NAMMM REGISTER NEWSLETTER Volume 27, Number 4
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Notebook
Section: 2.1.1

Technical Topics

Talking Tools

By Chris Leydon, Salida, CO

Intro…..

machines. Dedicated machine tools are ones
that are designed specifically to execute only
one or two tasks. So a lathe or milling machine
would be examples of machine tools and a
valve grinder and a line boring machine would
be examples of dedicated machine tools. What
follows focuses on the dedicated machine tools
and their tooling that I use to machine MMM
engines. The composition is mostly
photographic with some descriptions thrown in
for good measure.

As an engine builder, I'm often asked, "How do
you do that?" The answer is never simple and
usually requires lots of photos, drawings and
calculations. Additionally, the business of engine
rebuilding is a vertically integrated business
where every tool and every machine is
dependent on some other tool or machine for an
effective execution of the job. For example,
there is little merit in machining a connecting rod
to re-establish its big end bore without first
having the tools to measure that bore. It is
useless to measure the bore unless you have
first established that the connecting rod is crack
free. One can't magnaflux the rod to look for
cracks unless the rod is cleaned. And so
on.....and this is just a connecting rod and only
one of hundreds of parts that make up an
engine. As a consequence the business is
capital intensive: many machines, tons of
tooling, lots of fixtures.
Very few in the hobby have an assemblage
of tools and machines to support their efforts in
engine rebuilding, however, knowledge of how
something is done in industry, helps greatly in
making prudent decisions in asking others to
navigate the task. This article is meant to be a
primer focusing on some of the engine machine
tools required to answer "how do you do that?"
Disclosure: the following describes and
illustrates with what machines "to do that."
There are many others who do it differently, with
different machines and do it with great success.
There are two varieties of machines used in
the engine rebuilding business: machine tools
and dedicated machine tools. Machine tools, by
definition, are machines that can make other
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Cylinder Block
Since the cylinder block is the heart of the
engine, it's as good a place to start as any.
Areas of wear that need be addressed are the
bores, the main bearings, and the top of the
block often referred as the "deck."

Bores:
In establishing a new bore size, it is most
important that the bores be perpendicular to the
crankshaft, that they be sized correctly for the
new pistons, their surface finish be acceptable
to seat the piston rings, and that they be located
on the original factory centerline. Seems like a
tall task, however, with the following set-up, the
task becomes more manageable.
The boring bar shown below (in blue) is
mounted onto a special table (in green) that
permits the block to be aligned perpendicular to
the boring bar. Fingers extend from the cutting
head on the bar to allow the bar to float over the
original centerline of the bore prior to being
clamped for machining. Special micrometers set
the cutter depth and the bores are machined
0.005" shy of the finished size. Pistons must be
TT 2714
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"in hand" as there may be a variation in piston
skirt dimensions. The boring bar shown here is
special for MMM work because it
accommodates machining the small size bores
we need. Most shops, unless they also
specialize in motorcycle work, will not be able to
do the job. If you need this work done, ask if
their boring bar can machine down to 57mm.

Finish honing cylinder bores
With the bores now sized, and after babbitting,
rough sizing ,and inserting bearing cheeses,
(which is a hell of a lot of preparation), the
block is fixtured to another machine to cut the
main bearings to fit the main bearing journals
on the crank.

Centering boring
bar to block
Line boring main bearings
With the bores still shy of the finish size,
calculated as piston skirt dimension plus
clearance, another machine comes into play
using fine stone abrasives mounted onto a
rotating head that strokes up and down in the
bore. The speed of the stroke, stone pressure
on the bores, and the capacity to measure
accurately in every part of the bore, help insure
no loss to combustion.
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It is wise to ascertain if the top plain of the front
housing is parallel to the deck of the block.
This can be accomplished with a fixture as
shown below. Without assurance that this is
correct, (especially when using a new block),
the alignment of the generator fork to the head
cam drive will be impossible.
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flanged face is absolutely perpendicular to the
main bearing bore. Also unique to this machine
is its capacity to machine the oil grooves in the
main bearings after boring the bearings to size.

Cylinder Head

Verifying Front Housing to the
Deck is Parallel

Line boring the main bearings is assisted by
a machine that provides reasonable quick
alignment to both the front and rear bearings
and with a facility for faultless, accurate tool
setting. What make the machine below

Like the block, the cylinder head has multiple
machine requirements: to service valve seats,
valve guides, combustion chambers, and head
surface warpage. Both the block deck and the
cylinder head surfaces, I accomplish with a
Bridgeport vertical mill rather than a dedicated
machine tool. However, the other requirements
use a dedicated machine and tooling. After the
head is thoroughly cleaned and new freeze plugs
installed, it is wise practice to pressure test the
head. I don't follow industry practice on this
procedure which pressurizes with water
pressure. Using the logic that air molecules are
over a thousand times smaller than water
molecules, I pressurize with air and either
submerge the head in a bath of water, or if I am
concerned about a specific location, I spray CRC
on that spot and look for air bubbles. Those of
you who have tested gas lines are familiar with
this effort. The set up fixture on an N head is
illustrated below. (see next page)

Indicating block centers

unique among the machines available is the
capacity to machine the babbitted flange on
the front main bearing while the bock is
fixtured for line boring. This assures the
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Pressure Testing the “N” Head

guide to provide the axis for the valve seat
cutter. The cutter is a precision tool with
carbide, serrated, inserts machined at thirty
degrees to accommodate the MMM valves.
These seats get lapped by hand with garnet
the way it has been done for over a century.
The valve seat and guide machine is an ideal
place to not only port and polish combustion
chambers but also to measure and balance
each combustion chamber to have exactly the
same displacement. I have attached a titrating
burette to the machine for this function. The
table can be adjusted to insure the surface is
level.

Compressing as much as I can in one
photograph, the setup for addressing both the
seats and guides is shown below. A special
diamond hone sizes each guide to fit the valve
stems. With the guide bores now finished, a
pilot of the exact bore size is inserted into the

Balancing Combustion Cylinder Displacement
Without valves machined to fit the newly cut
seats, valve leakage would likely occur
resulting in a loss of compression. So, indeed,
there is another dedicated machine to the
rescue: a valve grinder. A valve grinder has
two functions: 1. to machine the valve head
seat to the needed thirty degrees and 2. to
shorten the length of the stem to permit proper
valve clearance and timing on assembly.
Shown below is my setup which has been
modified by me to insure a more accurate job.
It uses precision collets rather than the
original factory design. It is surprising how
many brand new valves are inaccurately
machined, especially one produced by
TRINCO for the MMM cars.
Cutting Valve Seats
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On the back side of the valve grinder can be
found a special fixture for grinding the ends of
the valves. This operation is done with a flood of
cutting fluid to cool the valve stem.

Shown below is a fixture to assess if the rod
has twist or bend. Addressing these two issues
is a priority and is usually done with brute force
(read: hydraulic or hand press) and a
handsome amount of finesse.

Grinding the Valves

Checking for rod bent or twist

Grind the Valve Stem

Connecting Rods
After the connecting rods have been cleaned
and magnafluxed, more dedicated machine
tools and tooling come into play. After long use,
rods can develop oval bores which house the
bearings, the small end bushings may need
replacement, and they can become bent and
twisted. If the rod is a babbitted rod, it will, more
than likely require re-babbitting similar to the
main bearings. Most MMM engines now use
either Carrillo or Phoenix rods which accept
modern insert bearings.
NAMMM REGISTER NEWSLETTER Volume 27, Number 4

Second, is to address the big ends to resize
them round to the bearing manufacturer's spec.
Shown below is a rod cutter that grinds a very
small amount from both the parting faces of the
connecting
rod and the
cap. These
are then
reassembled
and honed
round
Cutting Parting faces on rod again.
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machines the re-babbitted bore to the crank
journal plus oil clearance.

Machining babbitted rod

After all the machine work has been
accomplished to the rods, it is required that all
the rods themselves have the same weight as
well as all the weight apportioned to their big
ends to have the same weight. Otherwise,
vibration is induced and the bearings will wear
prematurely. Each rod is weighed and trimmed
at the pin end to balance with the set. The photo
below shows a fixture to measure the weight of
just the big ends. Each weight is recorded and
the heavy rod ends are lightened along the
sides of the rod bolt bores.

Crank Assembly
Unless a new crankshaft is anticipated, it is
common to thoroughly clean, maganaflux,
regrind and radius the journals, and then
balance the crank separately subsequent to
being mated and re-balance with a re-surfaced
flywheel. Yes, more dedicated machines are
enlisted: crank grinder, flywheel grinder, and

Resizing big ends on insert type rods
There is a special micrometer mounted to the
machine for an instant measure of the bore as
you hone the rod. The bores can come within
0.0002" of the needed size.

Balancing Big Ends of Rods
crank balancer. I have long since abandoned
grinding my own cranks, however, the following
photos visually cover the remaining operations.

Then again, if original rods are maintained, a
different dedicated machine is called for. This
machine accurately sets the pin bore to big end
center distance and both rough and finish
NAMMM REGISTER NEWSLETTER Volume 27, Number 4
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In Closing….

Magnafluxing the Crank looking for Cracks

This not-so-brief overview barely touches the
subject of dedicated machine tools used in an
engine rebuild. It says nothing of the
knowledge required to run each and every
machine and bend it to the idiosyncrasies of
the MMM power-plants. However, it may
enlightened the reader to the depth of
commitment that is required by any well tooled
shop that engages in the effort to support you
in your passion within the hobby. It is meant to
reveal the tools and tooling used rather than to
answer, how you do it. The "how you do it"
part would need each section above expanded
to an independent essay. It is hopeful,
however, that after you have crawled through
all of the above, you lean back in your chair
and say, "that's cool! I want to know more."
Editors Note: Chris, does this mean a sequel?

Surfacing the Flywheel

Balancing the Crank
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Thanks to Larry Long for forwarding this very interesting article from the MG “D” Group
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NAMMMR Regalia

Order your NAMMMR Regalia now! We have
a selection which we hope will please our Members.
Each item will be embroidered with the NAMMMR Shield in a
complimentary color scheme. The shirts, polo and ball cap are in a
light stone color. The full-zip fleece jacket is in a dark brown, but the
NAMMMR Shield is in a lighter color.
Also available is the Grill Badge ….. Cathy
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NAMMMR Regalia Order Form
Item

Color

Embroidery

Size

Cost

Long Shirt Twill Shirt

Stone

NAMMMR Shield on Left
Crest

Adult_Women_S_M_L
_XL_XXL_XXXL

$49

Polo Shirt- Short Sleeve

Stone

NAMMMR Sheild on Left
Chest

Adult_Women_S_M_L
_XL_XXL_XXXL

$31

Cabby Hat

Stone

NAMMMR Sheild on back

S/M_L/XL

$19

Ball Cap Mid-Profile

Stone

NAMMMR Sheild on Front

One Size

$17

Fleece Jacket-Full Zip

Dark Brown

NAMMMR Sheild on Left
Chest

Adult_Women_S_M_L
_XL_XXL_XXXL

$49

NAMMMR Grill Badge

Postage

Total

$50

1 Item

$12.35

Each
additional item

$5.80

Total

Name:	
  	
  _______________________________________________________
Address:	
  ______________________________________________________
City:	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ________________________	
  	
  	
  State:	
  ___________	
  	
  Zip:	
  
__________
Email	
  address:	
  	
  	
  _______________________________________________
Phone	
  Number:	
  	
  ______________________________________________
Make	
  Check	
  out	
  to	
  NAMMMR	
  and	
  mail	
  order	
  form	
  and	
  check	
  to:
Cathy	
  Gunderson	
  
6160	
  W	
  Lakeside	
  Ct
LiQleton,	
  CO	
  80125
Any	
  ques'ons	
  call	
  303-‐791-‐4902,	
  	
  or	
  email	
  j-‐cg@juno.com
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Tidbits: From the Editor - I will use this section to provide
information I have received from various sources, which will
hopefully be useful and fun to our readers.
This link was provided by Mickey Saperstein, Scottsdale, Az - You may find this link
interesting and informative regarding the details of spanner sizes and common nut and bolt
use across the majority of thread size standards used throughout the years, especially the
various British standards.

http://www.sat.dundee.ac.uk/~psc/spanner_jaw.html#Spanner_Jaw_Sizes_
For those who subscribe to the North American Classic MG magazine might of run across
the article featuring members Bill and Sarah Richey’s 1933 MG-L1. The article was written by
Larry Sanata. It is a very interesting article written around their visit to the Hilton Head Island
Concours d’Elegance, winning the “People’s Choice” award with their MG, born as a police
car. The article definitely has a hint of the Richey’s southern sense of humor! As it turns out,
Bill wore a vintage police constable’s jacket, pants and police helmet. Bill tried on muliple
occassions to have Sarah wear a stripped outfit to be fitting with his police outfit. Sarah
refused. Hope he keeps working on her for the next outting! Classic MG is a great magazine
if you don’t already have enough to read. Contact Beth Lunney at Subscribe@ClassicMG
Magazine.com or subscribe online at www.ClassicMGMagazine.com.

Editor’s Note: Yes, please send us MMM related events you attended, they make for great articles.
In addition, I am adding a “Tid Bits” section towards the end of future newsletters for any interesting
short articles, photos or perhaps a helpful hint and the care of our MMM cars.
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Tidbits: From the Editor - Continued
Article provided from Jack Kahler, from John and Brenda Hancock in New Zealand.
“Yes, no problem with putting the K photos in the next magazine, time there was something from
down under. The black car behind me is a supercharged J2 and in the other photo the white car
behind me is a genuine Stutz Racer, not sure of the vintage but I think about 1915. In this race
series we have a grid of about 26 pre War cars including about 6 or 7 MG’s.”
Editor’s Note: John and Brenda also have an MGA and a TA Tickford undergoing restoration.
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Tidbits: From the Editor - Continued
1971 MGB: Owner renovated this British car into a one-of-a-kind ‘Faux-ari’,
Article in the Kansas City Star, authured by DAVID BOYCE, Drive contributing writer.
Don Bonar, a member of NAMMMR, simply enjoys working on classic cars. He spent years restoring a 1935
MG P-Type, which he takes to shows. Well Don always wanted a Ferrari, but being difficult to afford one he
kind of made a poor man’s Ferrari. If interested go to the following link and read the very interesting story..

Read more here: http://www.kansascity.com/cars/article4454504.html#storylink=cpy

Don and Sandy out for a ride in their ‘Faux-ari’

Photo by Mike Fitzgerald

The ‘Faux-ari’ ready to go!

Photo by Mike Fitzgerald
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Cars and Parts for Sale - Good time to make some
extra cash and clean out the garage, barn or back room!
MG J2 1933, restoration project for completion. Chassis number J3037, reg number WJ 7385,
known history, V5, old brown log book, chassis file, on Register. Much work done including
chassis, reconstruction of the original body tub to a high standard, petrol tank, steering column
etc. Lot of new parts including tyres, wings, valences, exhaust, front apron, seat buckets. firewall,
undertray, spare wheel carrier etc etc. Plenty of work still to do including engine and gearbox and
some parts for example cylinder head are needed. Much more than a rotten barn find. View West
Sussex. Telephone 01243 573580

Price 17,850 GBP
Email tholden@supanet.com
Note: Lew Palmer asked us to
publish this to help our MMM
friends across the pond. This
looks like a great project!
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Exhaust Manifold
Aluminizing

-

The original finish on your exhaust manifold restored utilizing the
metal flame spray technique used when the manifold was new. Four
cylinder manifolds including clamps $165. plus shipping. Please
inquire about split six cylinder manifolds or other applications.
Jim Dougherty #437, Covington, Louisiana. 985-789-1826,
Jim@coopercarsofcovington.com
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MANUFACTURER OF HIGH
QUALITY THROTTLE SHAFTS
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